
The end of the Administration "arm" 
and the blue roof decorated with 
circular patterns
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The building complex abounds with 
detail. Elaborate grillwork, 
accents, and appliqués all follow 
the "flow of pattern" carefully 
orchestrated by Wright. Glass and 
panel partitions separate the walk-
ways around the atrium from office 
spaces to create an airy, spacious 
effect. Art exhibits on the first 
and third floors contribute to the 
aesthetic harmony of the interior. 
The central architectural focus 
for the building is the 80-foot 
diameter dome with its 172-foot, 
slender gold spire. The spire cre-
ates a visual punctuation mark that 
breaks the horizontality of the two 
buildings. It was originally 
designed to serve as an exhaust 
outlet for the furnace and as a 
radio tower, which was precluded 
by new technology.
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“The arches of the main and 
second floor become circles 
in the top floor, two for each
arc below. The eaves use 
half circles”.

In 1957 Wright accepted this commission (his 770th) at age ninety. Wright died in 1959 
at ninety-two years before the ground-breaking ceremony had occurred. His work was 
continued by Taliesin architects, primarily senior architect William Wesley Peters and 
Aaron Green. Like many of Wrights buildings, this civic center plan is adjusted to the 
landscape. Green reports Wright's saying "I'll bridge these hills with graceful arches" 
(Green 21) and quotes from Wright's speech at the acceptance of the commission: "The 
beauty of Marin County should be expressed in our architecture. The buildings must 
not hurt the land. . . .The buildings of the new Civic Center will express this natural 
beauty; they will not be a blemish upon the landscape" (23). Often compared to an 
aqueduct, the building uses repeated arches (echoing the hills), a blue roof (not 
Wright's first choice of color) echoing the sky, and beige concrete echoing the original 
landscape. (Aaron Green added the lush landscape details.)


